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Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift 

Gewoon et’n 
An ethnographic study of intergenerational perspectives  

on food practices, overweight, and obesity in Eastern Groningen, the Netherlands 

Sanne Visser 

1. Preventive care for healthy lifestyles has to be developed by and based on the 
needs of the community, as otherwise it will never contribute to the health of its
members (this thesis)

2. When someone is happy and fat, let him be fat (this thesis)
3. The only way to keep your health is to eat what you don't want, drink what you

don't like, and do what you'd rather not (cited from: Mark Twain - American
writer)

4. Interventions in healthy lifestyle need to go beyond considerations of being
healthy or unhealthy  (this thesis)

5. Choices are actions which cannot be objectified, only analyzed and characterized
(this thesis)

6. Ik bin nait te dik, ik bin gewoon makkelk te zain
[I am not too fat, I am just easy to see [Grunneger saying] (this thesis)

7. The family household is a valuable participant group, because one can observe
all complexities of life in ‘one unit of analysis’ (this thesis)

8. If I had more time, I would have written a shorter thesis
9. Wanneer je sociale omgeving denkt dat je gaat degraderen (versus promoveren),

weet je dat je iets ingewikkelds doet 
10. There is no better way to get a confirmation of and reflection on your personality

than to write a PhD thesis


